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Abstract 

The McGee graph is proved to admit the Sum Modulo Three labeling (SMT) and the Sum 

Modulo Three-Second labeling (SMT Second). By numbering the English alphabets in a new 

way using a PANGRAM, McGee graph and the above two labelings, a new coding technique is 

developed. Two illustrations are provided.  

1. Introduction 

Graph Theory, one of the mathematical disciplines, is found to be 

intimately related to many branches of Mathematics. The concept of labeling 

of a graph [1] has shown a striking growth with applications in many areas 

such as coding theory and X-ray Crystallography. In this paper a coding 

technique with SMT labeling [2], SMT (second) labeling [3], Graph Message 

Jumble code (GMJ code) [4, 5] and a new way of numbering of alphabets 

using a PANGRAM on McGee graph is presented.  
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2. Pre-Requisites 

Definition 2.1. McGee Graph The McGee Graph is a 3-regular graph 

with 24 vertices and 36 edges. The McGee graph is the unique (3, 7)-cage. 

(The smallest cubic graph of girth 7) [6].  

Definition 2.2. SMT Labeling Let p and q denote the number of 

vertices and edges of a simple graph  ., qpG  Let f be a bijective function 

from  GV  to  p,2,1  and f  be the induced function on  GE  to  2,1,0  

such that   suvf   where      3modsvfuf   and     ,2 jeie ff  

 2,1,0, ji  where  ief  denotes the number of edges assuming the value i. 

A graph with this labeling is called SMT graph.  

Definition 2.3. SMT Second Labeling A SMT Second Labeling on a 

simple graph G is a bijection    pGVf ,2,1:   and f  be the induced 

function on  GE  to  2,1,0  such that   suvf   where 

     3modsvfuf   and      2,1,0,,3  jijeie ff  where  ief  

denotes the number of edges assuming the value i.  

A graph which admits the SMT Second labeling is called SMT Second 

graph.  

Definition 2.4. PANGRAM A PANGRAM in English is a unique 

sentence in which every letter of the 26 alphabets is used at least once.  

3. Main Results 

Theorem 3.1. The McGee graph admits SMT labeling.  

Proof. Let 2421 ,,, vvv   be the vertices of McGee graph taken in the 

clockwise direction. The vertices are partitioned into four parts as 

181312761 ;,;, vvvvvv   and 2419 vv   in the following labeling. Define  

   24,,2,1: GVf  as follows:  

   141  ivf i  for 1i  to 6  

   742  ivf i  for 7i  to 12 
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   1343  ivf i  for 13i  to 18 

   1944  ivf i  for 19i  to 24 

Define the labeling for the edges by    2,1,0:  GEf  as follows: Here 

the edges are classified as circular edges, diametric edges and chordal edges 

respectively.  

(i) Labeling for Circular Edges 

(a)      3mod1242,1 sisvvf ii 
  for  1i  to 5 

Here     11,20  ff ee  and   22 fe   

(b)      3mod13244,1 sisvvf ii 
  for 7i  to 11  

Here     21,10  ff ee  and   22 fe  

(c)      3mod25246,1 sisvvf ii 
  for 13i  to 17  

Here     21,20  ff ee  and   12 fe   

(d)      3mod37248,1 sisvvf ii 
  for 19i  to 23  

Here     11,20  ff ee  and    .22 fe  

Moreover, there are four circular edges 1918131276 ,, vvvvvv  and 124vv  have 

their end vertices in different parts and their edge values are 2, 1, 0 and 1. 

From all the above cases,     81,80  ff ee  and    1,,82 fe   

(ii) Labeling for Diametric Edges  

The first two diametric edges 131vv  and 164vv  have their end vertices in I 

and III part and their edge value is 1. Fourth and fifth diametric edges 

namely 197vv  and 2210vv  have their end vertices in II and IV part and their 

edge value is 0.  

Here,     21,20  ff ee  and    2,,02 fe  

(iii) Labeling for Chordal Edges: The chordal edges 92vv  and 1215vv  

have their end vertices in I and II part and their edge values are equal to 0. 
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Next, the chordal edges 203vv  and 236vv  have their end vertices in I and IV 

part and their edge value is 2. The chordal edge 158vv  has its end vertices in 

II and III part and its edge value is 2; the chordal edge 1811vv  has both its end 

vertices in III part itself and its edge value is 2. Finally, the chordal edges 

2114vv  and 2417vv  have their end vertices in III and IV part and their edge 

values are equal to 1.  

So,     21,20  ff ee  and    3,42 fe  

From (1), (2) and (3) 

    121,120  ff ee  and   122 fe  

Thus,             30022110  ffffff eeeeee   

Hence, McGee graph admits SMT labeling. Therefore the McGee graph is 

a SMT graph. 

Theorem 3.2. The McGee graph admits SMT Second labeling.  

Proof. There are 24 vertices 2421 ,,, vvv   taken in the clockwise 

direction for the McGee Graph G. With respect to the following labeling the 

vertices are divided into three parts as 169821 ,,;,,, vvvvv   and 

.,, 1817 vv   Define the labelling for the vertices    24,,2,1: GVf  as 

follows:  

   131  ivf i  for 1i  to 8 

   932  ivf i  for 9i  to 16 

   1733  ivf i  for 17i  to 24. 

Define the labeling for the edges    2,1,0:  GEf  as follows:  

Here the edges are classified as circular edges, diametric edges and 

chordal edges respectively.  

(i) Labeling for Circular Edges:  

(a)      3mod1232,1 sisvvf ii 


 for 1i  to 7  
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There are seven circular edges taking the value 2. Therefore   72 fe  

(b)      3mod17234,1 sisvvf ii 
  for 9i  to 15  

There are seven circular edges taking the value 1. Therefore   71 fe  

(c)      3mod33236,1 sisvvf ii 
  for 17i  to 23 There are 

seven circular edges taking the value 0. Therefore   70 fe   

Moreover, there are three circular edges that have their end vertices in 

different parts. They are 171698 , vvvv  and 124vv  and their edges values are 0, 

2 and 1.  

In this case,     81,80  ff ee  and    1,82 fe  

(ii) Labeling for Diametric Edges  

The first two diametric edges 131vv  and 164vv  have their end vertices in I 

and II part and their edge values are equal to zero.  

The third diametric edge 197vv  has its end vertices in I and III part and 

its edge value is 1. Finally, the fourth diametric edge 2210vv  has its end 

vertices in II and III part and its edge value is 2. In this case,  

    11,20  ff ee  and   ,,12 fe  (2) 

(iii) Labeling for Chordal Edges  

The chordal edges 12592 , vvvv  and 158vv  have their end vertices in I and 

II part and their edge values are equal to zero.  

The chordal edges 203vv  and 236vv  have their end vertices in I and III 

part and their edge values are 1.  

The chordal edges 1811vv  and 2114vv  have their end vertices in II and III 

part and their edge values are 2.  

Finally, the chordal edge 2417vv  has both its end vertices in III part and 

its edge value is 0.  

In this case,     21,40  ff ee  and    3,,22 fe    
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From (1), (2) and (3) 

    111,140  ff ee  and   112 fe   

Thus,     300  ff ee  

    321  ff ee  

    302  ff ee  

Hence, McGee graph admits SMT Second labeling. Therefore McGee 

graph is a SMT Second graph.  

4. Application 

A coding technique is developed using a PANGRAM, GMJ code on McGee 

graph with SMT and SMT Second labelings. Two illustrations are given, one 

for each.  

4.1 Numbering of alphabets  

The numbers 1 to 26 are assigned to the letters of the PANGRAM in 

order, avoiding repetitions.  

The PANGRAM used for coding is “THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS 

OVER A LAZY DOG.”  

A B C D E F G H I J K L M 

21 9 7 25 3 14 26 2 6 16 8 22 17 

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

13 11 18 4 10 19 1 5 20 12 15 24 23 

The graph taken for discussion consists of only 24 vertices, so the 

numbers 25 and 26 can be assigned to any vertex of the graph. By writing 25 

in any of the following form 1213,223,124    and using the coding 

suggested, the letter corresponding to 25 is expressed. Here 25 correspond to 

D. Similarly it is done for 26 which correspond to G.  

4.2 Coding a message: A coding technique to communicate any message is 

developed. For an example a quotable quote of Albert Einstein is taken. It is: 
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“In the middle of every difficulty lies opportunity”.  

Clue for the graph : A named graph unique with respect     

to regularity and girth. 

Clue for SMT Labeling : While you add and divide remember 

the number for wisdom and harmony. 

Clue for SMT Second Labeling : Remember the number for wisdom 

and harmony and its special 

neighbour while you are busy with 

the basic operations. 

Clue for PANGRAM : Is it not nice to see all at a time? 

4.3 Coding of a letter with respect to SMT Labeling:  

The allotment of numbers assigned to the vertices should be known.  

 With respect to SMT labeling, the 24 vertices are divided into four 

parts 1v  to 76;vv  to 1312;vv  to 18v  and 19v  to .24v   

 The vertices 1371 ,, vvv  and 19v  take the value 1, 2, 3 and 4 

respectively.  

 The remaining vertices are obtained by the rule   1,1-  adia  

and 4d  for 1i  to 2,6 a  and 4d  for 7i  to 3;12 a   

and 4d  for 13i  to 18 and 4,4  da  for 19i  to 24.  

 

Figure. McGee Graph with SMT Labeling. 
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 From numbering of alphabets, the letter I takes the value 6. From the 

graph, 6 is assigned to 8v  that is the second vertex of the second part. So I is 

denoted by .2II   

 The letter N takes the value 13. From the graph, 13 is assigned to 4v  

that is the fourth vertex of the first part. So N is denoted by .4I  Similarly all 

the other words are coded.  

The message in the cipher text:  

      32531634162551264311142 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIVIIIVIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

   AIVIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIVIVIIIIIIVIIIIVIIIIIIII ,,61622224216631516124213   

The words are jumbled.  

4.4. Coding of a letter with respect to SMT Second Labelling. The 

vertices are divided into three part𝑠 1v to 98;vv  to ,16v  and 17v to   .24v  The 

procedure is the same as for SMT labeling. The message in the cipher text:  

    111841711845182652712854 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII  

       BIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ,,8125214426481823225218   

A and B denote the cipher texts of the same message with respect to two 

different labelings on the same graph.  

5. Conclusion 

The usage of PANGRAM in coding a message is very new and is expected 

to increase the level of secrecy and intricacy in communicating any kind of 

message at personal, official or governmental levels.  
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